In Lisa Blaydes's article, "Rewarding Impatience: A Bargaining and Enforcement Model of OPEC,"~International Organization, Spring 2004!, the oil production of members of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries~OPEC! depends on the extent to which they discount future gains+ 1 This comment discusses computer-related errors in the original article and determines how the results change when the errors are rectified+ I then add country fixed effects and some additional control variables to the corrected models+ Overall, the empirical results are less persuasive than originally claimed+ There is evidence for Blaydes's hypothesis in a cross-sectional model, but there is virtually no evidence for Blaydes's hypothesis in fixed-effects models, which rely exclusively on temporal variation in the data+ Thus future research on this topic should seek additional control variables and new proxies for OPEC members' discount rates in order to resolve these discordant findings+
Let d it be the discount rate for country i at time t, which is bounded between 0 and 1+ An OPEC member that discounts future payoffs more heavily~in the sense that its d it is closer to 0! is more likely to defect in the enforcement stage of a repeated prisoner's dilemma game+ This credible threat to defect is a source of strength in the bargaining stage+ Hence, the more impatient an OPEC member, the more that country is rewarded with a generous production quota in a negotiated agreement among cartel members+ Blaydes claims support for this general hypothesis in a wide variety of empirical specifications+ Nothing in this comment should be taken as a criticism of Blaydes's theoretical model+ I am no expert on OPEC, so I will confine my comments to the methodology and to computer-related errors+ Blaydes's data span the eleven OPEC members and cover the years from 1960 to 1995+ The dependent variable is the natural logarithm of the annual crude oil production for country i at time t+ The only "control" variable is the natural logarithm of proven oil reserves~ln proven reserves!, aside from a lagged dependent variable, which Blaydes intended to include in some specifications+
The following variables are put forward by Blaydes as proxies for d it , which is the key causal variable: the natural logarithm of per capita proven reserves~ln per capita reserves!, the natural logarithm of per capita proven reserves squared squared ln per capita reserves!, a dummy variable indicating Saudi Arabiã saudi arabia dummy!, a dummy variable indicating the years after 1986~post-1986 dummy!, the interaction of Saudi Arabia and post-1986 variables~inter-action!, a dummy variable indicating a regime transition~unstable! in country i and year t, the total number of past regime transitions~sttr! in country i through year t, and sttr squared~squared sttr!+ 3 These proxies for d it deserve further explanation+ Holding total reserves constant, an increase in per capita reserves implies a decrease in population+ Blaydes contends that such circumstances would take some population pressure off the regime and make it more patient+ Thus ln proven reserves should be negatively related to present oil production+ Blaydes's theoretical model also predicts that this effect could be nonlinear, necessitating squared ln per capita reserves+ Briefly, when oil prices are higher, the benefits to cooperation increase for patient states, but the temptation to cheat increases for impatient states+ Thus a ratcheting up dynamic could occur+
The saudi arabia, post-1986, and interaction variables are used by Blaydes to rebut the hypothesis that Saudi Arabia achieved relative gains as a result of its decision to flood the market with oil in late 1985 and 1986, which depressed oil prices+ 4 In Blaydes's view, Saudi Arabia has a long time-horizon~in the sense that its d it is closer to 1! and could not credibly commit to a sustained predatory strat-3+ I use Blaydes's variable abbreviations+ 4+ This hypothesis was made in Alt, Calvert, and Humes 1988+ egy that would threaten the survival of the cartel+ Thus Blaydes believes that interaction should be insignificantly different from 0+ Finally, Blaydes makes the straightforward argument that countries experiencing regime transitions have short time-horizons at time t+ A new regime should be eager to collect rents while it can or to cement its hold on power by producing more oil+ Thus the coefficient for unstable should be positive+ Furthermore, OPEC members with a history of regime transitions can credibly contend that more generous production quotas would help prevent future regime transitions+ 5 Thus sttr should be positive+ Again, the effect of past regime transitions is predicted to be nonlinear, necessitating squared sttr+
A Reanalysis of Blaydes's Results
This section replicates and corrects some of Blaydes's specifications+ Blaydes has four basic specifications, respectively focusing on ln per capita reserves~and squared ln per capita reserves!, interaction, unstable, and sttr~and squared sttr!+ For each of these four specifications, Blaydes usually runs each model with and without the squared terms and runs each with and without a lagged dependent variable+ I have reanalyzed every specification Blaydes presents, although not every reanalysis is presented here for space reasons+ 6 I present corrections only for models that include both lagged dependent variables and squared terms+ The reasons for this selection are as follows+ First, Blaydes, in practice, did not actually include a lagged dependent variable in any model because of problems with the computer code+ When the correct lagged dependent variable is included, the squared terms are always insignificant, and excluding the squared terms makes no substantive difference to the corrected results+ Second, for the models without lagged dependent variables, Blaydes reported panel-corrected standard errors~PCSEs! based on ordinary least squares~OLS! rather than generalized least squares~GLS! estimates+ PCSEs are biased in the presence of autocorrelation, but one does not know the direction of the bias+ Thus researchers should either include a lagged dependent variable or use GLS in order to eliminate autocorrelation before calculating Beck and Katz 1995, 638 : "Any serial correlation of the errors must be eliminated before the panel-corrected standard errors are calculated+" Beck and Katz 1996, however, shows that the GLS approach and the lagged dependent variable approach are both special cases of a more general model+ sons, these estimates should not have been used for inference in the original+ 8 However, I have reestimated these models using GLS, and the results were qualitatively similar to the results presented in this section+
One might ask, if the GLS results are similar, why focus on models with lagged dependent variables?
9 It is easy to include country fixed effects in models with lagged dependent variables, which is done in the next section+ Although it is also easy to include fixed effects in GLS models, the Stata algorithm for calculating PCSEs does not handle the fixed effects properly, in my opinion, when GLS is used+ 10 Thus determining whether country fixed effects are important is not practical in GLS models, so the results from lagged dependent models are presented here as a prelude to the next section+ Table 1 replicates four models~using Blaydes's model numbers! and shows how the results change when the intended specification is estimated+ Essentially, only Model 3 is supportive of the original findings+ In Blaydes's Model 3, the lagged dependent variable was the lag of crude oil production, rather than the lag of the dependent variable-the natural logarithm of crude oil production+ 11 Although squared ln per capita reserves is insignificant when the correct lagged dependent variable is included in Model 3, ln per capita reserves remains negative and significant+
The fact that the~short-run! effect of ln per capita reserves shrinks in magnitude when the correct lagged dependent variable is included is to be expected+ The long-run effect of ln per capita reserves~about Ϫ0+06! can be calculated by dividing the short-run effect by the quantity 1 minus the coefficient of the lagged dependent variable+ 12 This long-run elasticity indicates that if reserves were held constant and a country's population were cut in half, one would expect that country's production to be only 6 percent lower~ignoring squared ln per capita reserves! in the long run+ 13 To me, this effect seems substantively small+ 8+ Among the other reasons include the finding in Kristensen and Wawro 2003 that PCSEs perform more poorly when unit fixed effects are excluded from the model+ Kristensen and Wawro generally prefer clustered standard errors to PCSEs+ However, only PCSEs are appropriate for a small Nlarge T application+ Goodrich 2005 shows that the pooled OLS estimator implicitly downweights the temporal variation in the sample and the resulting standard errors are incorrect unless the implicit weights are accounted for+ 9+ Beck and Katz 1996 offers tests of whether the lagged dependent variable approach or the GLS approach is reasonable+ I have performed these tests for the fixed-effects models in the next section and found that neither approach is well supported by the data+ However, a more general model does not provide additional support for Blaydes's hypothesis+ 10+ The essential characteristic of fixed-effects models is that the residuals have a mean of zero for every country+ This property does not hold for Stata's PCSE algorithm if the GLS option is chosen+ 11+ Blaydes clearly intended to include the lag of the dependent variable in logarithmic form+ "Model 3 builds on Model 2 and is expanded to included a lagged dependent variable term to check the robustness of the model+ I use a logarithmic transformation of the variables to correct for skewness and avoid the problem of heteroskedasticity+" See Blaydes 2004, 229+ 12+ The standard error of a long-run estimate can be calculated using the delta method approximation+ The delta method involves a Taylor-series expansion but can be calculated automatically in Stata+ 13+ If the effect of squared ln per capita reserves were taken into account, the estimate would be more negative but less precise+ 15 An event is considered to be a regime transition only if a country goes from an autocracy to a democracy or the reverse; transitions that remain autocratic~notably Iran in 1979! or democratic do not count as regime transitions+ One avenue for further research on OPEC would be to relax this rather conservative definition of instability because of regime transitions+
The instability variable Blaydes intended for Model 8 happens to be equivalent to the first difference of sttr, which is included in Table 1 along with the correct lagged dependent variable+ The effect of the revised unstable variable is insignificant+ This finding ought not be surprising~or definitive! because the only regime transitions in the sample are the three for Nigeria+
The remaining specification in table replication is Model 6, which focuses on Saudi Arabia and its decision to flood the market with oil in late 1985 and 1986+ According to Alt, Calvert, and Humes, Saudi Arabia's predatory pricing strategy was intended to establish a reputation for toughness within OPEC+ According to Blaydes, Saudi Arabia has an especially long-time horizon and could not credibly commit to an indefinite pricing strategy that would threaten the survival of OPEC+ To test these possibly competing hypotheses, Blaydes includes a dummy variable indicating Saudi Arabia, a dummy variable that equals 1 after 1986 for all countries, and the interaction of these two variables+
Blaydes interprets the insignificance of interaction as support for the latter hypothesis, and interaction remains insignificant when the correct lagged dependent variable is included+ However, when there are interaction terms in a model, 16 Dummy variables must always be interpreted relative to a baseline, which in this case is the unexplained oil production by OPEC members besides Saudi Arabia through 1986+ Ceteris paribus, the coefficient for saudi arabia indicates the difference in Saudi Arabian production through 1986 relative to the baseline+ The coefficient for interaction indicates the change in Saudi Arabian production after 1986 relative to saudi arabia+ The coefficient for post-1986 indicates the change in non-Saudi Arabian production after 1986 relative to the baseline+ Table 2 summarizes these interpretations and illustrates that the quantity of interest is not the coefficient for interaction but rather the difference between the coefficient for interaction and the coefficient for post-1986+ This difference indicates how the relative production gap between Saudi Arabia and its OPEC counterparts changed after 1986+ In other words, it is a difference-in-difference estimate; the difference between Saudi Arabia and other OPEC members in the change in each's oil production in the post-1986 era relative to the pre-1986 era+ Although the positive coefficient for interaction is~borderline! insignificant in Table 1 , the coefficient for post-1986 is significant and negative+ Thus the difference between these two coefficients is positive and significant in the long run, indicating that Saudi Arabia made relative gains in production~presumably at higher In summary, this section has shown that Blaydes's conclusions are generally not supported by the intended models+ In particular, squared ln per capita reserves, unstable, sttr, and squared sttr are insignificant+ interaction remains insignificant but its coefficient is not the correct quantity of interest for analyzing the Saudi Arabian case+ The only support for Blaydes's hypothesis is the negative and significant estimate for the effect of ln per capita reserves, and this conclusion is questioned in the next section+
Alternative Estimates
In unpublished work, I defend the strong claim that pooled OLS models should never be used for time-series cross-section data, and thus I do not endorse even the corrected estimates in the previous section+ 18 Although the justification for this claim is too long and technical to be included here, I maintain that pooled OLS models are likely to produce biased coefficients and biased standard errors in timeseries cross-section models+ This section investigates how the corrected models fare when country fixed effects are added to Blaydes's models+ I then add additional control variables+
In linear models, fixed effects render coefficient estimates unbiased, and a strong justification would be needed to favor the pooled OLS estimator, whose coefficients are usually biased by omitted country-specific effects+ 19 Although not a general rule, adding fixed effects often pushes the coefficient estimates toward 0+ Blaydes cites Kennedy's textbook as justification for using neither a fixed-effects nor a random-effects estimator in this case+ 20 However, the particular sentence in Kennedy's textbook seems inconsistent with common practice+ 21 In Blaydes's case, the traditional criteria would favor a fixed-effects estimator:~1! the dependent variable is continuous,~2! there are thirty-six years of data for each country, and~3! the eleven OPEC members are the population~rather than a sample! of OPEC+ Kennedy 1998, 231 : "Fixed and random effects models are usually employed when the number of cross-sectional units is large and the number of time periods over which those units are observed is small+" Kennedy's statement seems accurate for random-effects models only; fixed-effects models are often employed when the number of cross-sectional units is small and the number of time periods is large+ 22+ In contrast to Kennedy's odd statement in the previous footnote, Kennedy also correctly states, "If the data exhaust the population~say observations on all firms producing automobiles!, then the fixed effects approach, which produces results conditional on the units in the data set, is reasonable+" Ibid+, 227+
The only well-accepted reason to omit country fixed effects that is applicable in this case is that the covariates of interest do not change that much over time, making it difficult to obtain precise estimates+ For example, 94 percent of the variation in ln per capita reserves is cross-sectional, and what temporal variation there is may reflect random fluctuations in proven reserves rather than genuine shifts in a country's patience+ However, only 37 percent of the variation in the dependent variable is cross-sectional+ Thus whatever does explain temporal variation in oil production probably can be estimated with reasonable precision+ It is true that the fixed-effects estimator discards all the cross-sectional variation in the data+ However, the fixed-effects estimator can be supplemented with a between estimator+ The between estimator is simply a cross-sectional regression where the country-means of the dependent variable and independent variables are used in a linear regression+ Thus the average of logged crude oil production for each OPEC member over the thirty-six sample years is regressed on its average ln proven reserves, average ln per capita reserves, and so on+ The between estimator is a complement to, and the antithesis of, the fixed-effects estimator because it discards all the temporal variation in the sample+
The data for the between estimator are graphed in Figure 1+ The dependent variable is on the vertical axis and the key causal variable-the country-means of ln per capita reserves-is on the depth axis+ The general pattern is exactly how Blaydes describes it+ Indonesia, Nigeria, and Algeria have approximately the same average reserves in the sample period but different population sizes, and the same relationship is true for Venezuela versus the United Arab Emirates and for Iran versus Kuwait+ Although the relationship appears linear, logged reserves per capita does appear to be negatively related to production+ All the evidence for Blaydes's hypothesis is encapsulated in Figure 1 and whether the evidence is persuasive depends on how far one is willing to push conclusions about discount rates with eleven observations on a proxy variable+ Holding reserves constant, countries with more people tend to produce more oil+ Blaydes's theoretical model provides one way to interpret this stylized fact+ However, when the data are graphed over time as in Figure 2 , there does not seem to be a consistent relationship between logged crude oil production and ln per capita reserves-controlling for ln proven reserves and country dummies+ Blaydes's hypothesis seems plausible over time only for Indonesia and, to a lesser extent, for Algeria, Iraq, Kuwait, and Venezuela in the earlier part of the sample+ However, there are countertrends for other countries and countertrends for these same countries in later sample periods+ Figure 2 also strongly suggests that one should control for the Iranian Revolution, the Iran-Iraq War, the Persian Gulf War, and the subsequent sanctions on Iraq+ I do so with four dummy variables, which I dub the "conflict variables+" 23 23+ These four dummy variables are respectively coded as 0, except for Iran in 1979 , Iran and Iraq between 1980 and 1988 , Iraq and Kuwait in 1990 and 1991 , and Iraq from 1992 Also, the last panel in Figure 2 indicates that for OPEC as a whole, oil production~controlling for ln proven reserves and country dummies! trended upward until 1980, downward until 1986, and slowly upward thereafter+ One could criticize Blaydes's models because they do not attempt to model the demand for oil production+ Clearly, the supply side pertains directly to Blaydes's theoretical model, but the demand side may explain the upward trends in oil production and should be incorporated into the control variables+ The simplest way to do so is to include a dummy variable for each sample year~except one!, which controls for changes in world demand for oil relative to the excluded baseline year+ When including these year fixed effects, I take 1986 as the baseline+
The evidence in Table 3 merely formalizes what is already obvious in Figures 1  and 2+ The first column is a between estimator version of Blaydes's Model 3+ In an initial test, the country means of squared ln per capita reserves were insignificant, and squared ln per capita reserves is excluded from the between estimator+ With this not entirely justifiable exclusion, ln per capita reserves is statistically significant~despite having only eleven observations! and has the expected negative sign+ However, there is no support for this hypothesis in the second column of Table 3 because ln per capita reserves has a positive sign and is borderline significant when country fixed effects are included+ The sign of ln per capita reserves becomes negative again but remains substantively and statistically insignificant when one includes year dummy variables to control for oil demand and includes the conflict variables+ The coefficients for the year variables are not shown in Table 3 but are generally significant before 1986 and usually insignificant thereafter, as would be predicted from the last panel of Figure 2+ The effect of the Iran-Iraq war is insignificant, but all four of the conflict variables have large negative effects on oil production+
The same procedure is applied to Blaydes's Model 6, which focuses on Saudi Arabia+ When country fixed effects are included, the effects of interaction and Note: Dependent variable is logged crude oil production+ Fixed effects are not reported+ Panel-corrected standard errors are in parentheses, except for the OLS standard errors reported for the between estimator+ A between estimator is a cross-sectional regression using the eleven country-means of log crude oil production as the dependent variables as the dependent variable and the eleven country-means of log proven reserves and log proven reserves per capita as the independent variables+ post-1986 shrink in magnitude relative to those in Table 1+ As was noted in Table 2 , the difference between the coefficient for interaction and the coefficient for post-1986 is now insignificant+ Calculating the quantity of interest is more difficult when the year dummy variables~and the four conflict dummy variables! are added because post-1986 is perfectly collinear with the year dummy variables+ The last row in Table 2 reflects the average difference between interaction and the nineyear dummy variables after 1986, divided by 1 minus the coefficient of the lagged dependent variable+ It is insignificant and small in magnitude+ Thus the evidence in Table 1 for the predatory hypothesis seems to be driven by the absence of fixed effects but perhaps more so by the latter part of the Iran-Iraq War, the Persian Gulf War, and the sanctions imposed on Iraq, all of which coincide with the post-1986 era+ 24 This finding provides weak support for Blaydes's hypothesis+ However, when fixed effects are included, unstable, sttr, and squared sttr remain unambiguously insignificant~not shown in Table 3 !+ In summary, this section has shown that even ln per capita reserves, the variable Blaydes identifies as most central, is insignificant when country fixed effects are added to the model+ On the other side, a between estimator finds clear support for the hypothesis that patience is negatively related to oil production, and Saudi Arabia's predatory pricing strategy-whatever its intent-does not seem to have had a significant effect on relative production shares+
Conclusions
This comment has substantially reduced the empirical support for Blaydes's original hypothesis, which is that as impatience increases, oil production increases+ Impatience was theorized to increase the probability of defection in the enforcement stage; thus impatient countries should be able to use this fact to their advantage and bargain for a larger production quota in OPEC negotiations+ However, the variables unstable and sttr do not produce significant results when the specifications Blaydes's intended are estimated, and the predicted nonlinear effects of patience are not found+ When fixed effects are included, ln per capita reserves is insignificant+ On the plus side, Saudi Arabia's strategy of flooding the oil market in late 1985 and 1986 apparently did not produce significant relative gains, which provides weak support for Blaydes's hypothesis+ But the results regarding Saudi Arabia and regime transitions should not be considered conclusive because the variables used to operationalize these hypotheses are rather crude+
The between estimator indicates that there is a significantly negative linear relationship between average ln per capita reserves and the average logarithm of oil production for each country+ This finding is the strongest support for Blaydes's hypothesis but is disputed by the fixed-effects model+ In other words, there is sup-24+ In a personal communication June 2005, Jim Alt argued that the conflict variables are not entirely exogenous to oil markets and OPEC decisions+ port for the hypothesis that a country's average patience over the period from 1960 to 1995 is negatively related to its average oil production+ However, there is little evidence for the temporal hypothesis that as a country's discount rate increases over time, its current oil production decreases+ I do not use pooled models, in part, because they obscure this tension, which is often revealed when the cross-sectional and temporal variation are modeled separately+ The divergence between the cross-sectional and temporal estimates for ln per capita reserves may genuinely reflect an interesting phenomenon but more likely is because of some omitted variable or measurement error+ Although the cross-sectional evidence seems compelling, with only eleven units of observation any hypothesis regarding OPEC members' behavior will have difficulty responding to the criticism that the variation is "just country X's uniqueness"-unless the same hypothesis can be supported controlling for country fixed effects+ The main point to take away is that the cross-sectional and fixed-effects estimates for ln per capita reserves appear inconsistent, and there is no obvious explanation for this divergence+
Fixed-effects models have stronger statistical theory behind them, but one does not have a good theoretical model to explain the~rather large! variation in oil production over time for OPEC members+ Most of the variation can be explained, but only with ad hoc variables such as year dummies, a lagged dependent variable, and idiosyncratic events such as the conflict variables+ None of these variables are particularly interesting, and hopefully future research will be able to add to this list+ In particular, researchers might want to model the demand for oil explicitly, rather than rely on year dummy variables+ Another research strategy might use production quotas, rather than production, as the dependent variable+ Blaydes states that production quotas are not measured well, but production quotas would bear more directly on hypotheses about the OPEC bargaining process+ In general, future research should look for additional control variables that may affect oil production and should seek other proxies for discount rates+ Despite the fact that the empirical evidence is much weaker than originally claimed, it should be noted that Blaydes's theoretical model is plausible and future research may uncover stronger and more consistent evidence for the hypothesized relationship+
